Background: Valid and reliable (dependable) assessment of resident clinical skills is essential for learning, promotion, and remediation. Competency is defined as what a physician can do, whereas performance is what a physician does in everyday practice. There is an ongoing need for valid and reliable measures of resident clinical performance. Methods: Anesthesia residents were evaluated confidentially on a weekly basis by faculty members who supervised them. The electronic evaluation form had five sections, including a rating section for absolute and relative-to-peers performance under each of the six Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education core competencies, clinical competency committee questions, rater confidence in having the resident perform cases of increasing difficulty, and comment sections. Residents and their faculty mentors were provided with the resident's formative comments on a biweekly basis. Results: From July 2008 to June 2010, 140 faculty members returned 14,469 evaluations on 108 residents. Faculty scores were pervasively positively biased and affected by idiosyncratic score range usage. These effects were eliminated by normalizing each performance score to the unique scoring characteristics of each faculty member (Z-scores). Individual Z-scores had low amounts of performance information, but signal averaging allowed determination of reliable performance scores. Average Z-scores were stable over time, related to external measures of medical knowledge, identified residents referred to the clinical competency committee, and increased when performance improved because of an intervention. Conclusions: This study demonstrates a reliable and valid clinical performance assessment system for residents at all levels of training.
R ELIABLE measures of clinical performance are needed to enhance and direct learning, determine which trainees are ready for advanced training, and identify which are in need of remediation. 1, 2 Unfortunately, evaluations of resident clinical performance suffer from a number of limitations, [3] [4] [5] such as trainees not being directly observed, 3 faculty leniency and grade range restriction, [6] [7] [8] concerns about validity of what is being assessed, 9 -11 and the finding that even highly valid tests of medical knowledge may not 12, 13 or may only modestly 14 -17 predict competence in patient care. There are also issues of generalizability because Objective Structured Clinical Examinations (OSCEs) 18 and simulation-based examinations 19, 20 sample only a subset of the domain of interest, and performance may not generalize to different circumstances. 10, 21, 22 Further-more, even when faculty members observe the same clinical performance, they may disagree about their observations 23 or what constitutes an acceptable performance 24 or response to a situation. 25 Lastly, and of considerable importance, is that physicians' scores on high-stakes OSCEs may not predict what they do in actual practice. 26 Thus, measures of competence (what a physician can do) may not relate to performance (what a physician actually does in everyday practice). 27, 28 This article describes an approach to assessing anesthesia resident clinical performance using the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) core competency framework, is based on what residents do in everyday practice, depends on direct observation, uses many different evaluators representing a wide range of situations, is linked to written formative feedback, and yields a large number of evaluations. It was hypothesized that clinical performance scores could be corrected for faculty member leniency (positive bias) and idiosyncratic grade range usage and then averaged to yield a normalized resident performance metric that was valid and that distinguished clinical performance levels with known degrees of statistical confidence. The clinical performance metric is stable over time, reliably identifies low performers, detects improvement in performance when an educational intervention is successful, is related to an external measure of medical knowledge, and identifies poor performance due to a wide variety of causes.
Materials and Methods
The Massachusetts General Hospital Institutional Review Board waived the need for informed consent and classified this study as exempt.
Evaluation Instrument and Evaluation Process
The department's Education Committee created an initial evaluation instrument that was sent to the full faculty for comment. Faculty input was incorporated, and an updated version was sent to all residents for additional comment. Resident feedback was incorporated, and the Education Committee created a final version of the instrument. The resident evaluation form has five distinct sections (appendix) and is confidential for the evaluator. Absolute/Anchored ACGME Core Competencies Section. The six ACGME core competencies are used, but patient care is divided into cognitive and technical sections yielding seven competency scores. The absolute/anchored scale uses a Likert scale (1-7) with descriptors of how much help the resident needed relating to each competency. A score of 5 was defined as performing independently and without the need for help. Relative ACGME Core Competencies Section. The relative scale asks how the resident performed compared with other residents in residency in the same training year. The relative scale uses a Likert scale (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) with descriptors of how the resident performed compared with peers. A score of 3 is defined as performing at peer level (average) compared with other Massachusetts General Hospital anesthesia residents in the same clinical anesthesia year (CA-year).
Comments. Comment boxes occur frequently within the form (after each core competency, specific strengths, specific areas for improvement, and the clinical competency committee [CCC] section). CCC Section. Five statements relating to essential competency attributes are listed. Each has a yes or no answer and any "yes" is considered concerning. Faculty Member Confidence Section. Faculty members indicate their willingness to let the resident provide independent and unsupervised care for each of eight cases of increasing difficulty.
The faculty was formally educated on this instrument during conferences and faculty meetings, but not all faculty members attended the sessions. Who Evaluates Whom. The electronic anesthesia system automatically determines which residents are supervised by which faculty members during the previous week (Sunday-Saturday). Duplicate interactions are collapsed into a single request for evaluation. Faculty members are permitted to submit additional evaluations at any time. For rotations that do not use the electronic anesthesia system (intensive care unit, preoperative clinic), matches are created by hand. The list of resident-faculty pairs is automatically sent to the New Innovations (New Innovations, Inc, Uniontown, OH) web site, which generates an electronic evaluation for each unique interaction. Faculty members are sent a link via electronic mail containing the evaluations and are automatically sent reminder e-mails if they do not complete the evaluations within a week. Overall compliance is tracked, with a target of 60% for each faculty member. Noncompliant faculty members are contacted and encouraged to complete outstanding evaluations. Completed evaluations are downloaded from the New Innovations web site as Excel spreadsheets (Version 2003, Microsoft, Redmond, WA). Raw data are imported into Access (Version 2003, Microsoft) for analysis.
Z-scores
Z-scores normalize a single resident evaluation to the unique scoring attributes of the faculty member providing the evaluation. Evaluations submitted within a specified date window are used to determine the characteristics of each faculty member's scoring attributes. Z-scores were determined using absolute/anchored core competency scores (Z abs ), relativeto-peers core competency scores (Z rel ), or case confidence scores (Z conf ). Each faculty member's Likert scores were used to determine his or her personal mean and SD for each CAyear. Individual resident Z-scores were calculated as:
Resident Score (CA-year) is the Likert Score assigned to a particular resident by a faculty member. When more than one core competency section is included, the average of the Likert scores from the selected core competencies is used.
Faculty Member Mean (CA-year) is the mean Likert score given to residents of a similar CA-year by this faculty member.
Faculty Member SD (CA-year) is the SD of Likert scores given by this faculty member to residents of this CA-year.
Z-scores provide a measure of distance from the grader's mean score in terms of SD units. For example, a Z-score of Ϫ0.5 means that the faculty member scored the resident one half SD less than he or she normally scores residents of this same CA-year. Z-scores are essentially effect sizes because they are differences normalized by the SD. Any combination of core competencies can be used in the calculation of a Z-score. When core competencies are not mentioned, a Z-score refers to an average based on all of the core competencies. Faculty member confidence data were converted to Z-scores by first determining the breakpoint at which the faculty member converted from "yes" to "no" along the sequence of eight graded cases. For example, if a faculty member said yes to the first three cases and no for the remaining five cases, the breakpoint would be 3. This allows the determination of the mean and SD of the breakpoints for each faculty member for each CA-year.
In-training Examination Z-scores
Z-scores for the American Society of Anesthesiologists/ American Board of Anesthesiology In-Training Examination (ITE) (Z ITE ) were computed for each resident by first subtracting the resident's individual ITE scores from his or her Massachusetts General Hospital residency class mean (CAyear-matched classmates) and then dividing by the class SD.
Statistical Analysis
Statistical results were determined using StatsDirect Version 2.6.6 (StatsDirect Ltd., Cheshire, United Kingdom), Excel (Version 2003), SAS Version 9.2 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC), or Origin Version 7.5 SR4 (OriginLab, Northampton, MA). Effect sizes were determined by Cohen d and provide a measure of the size of a difference compared with the variation in the data. Effect sizes are classified as small (Cohen d ϭ 0.2), medium (Cohen d ϭ 0.5), or large (Cohen d ϭ 0.8). 29 Regression analyses are characterized by r and r 2 (explained variance) values along with the number of data points used in the regression. Slopes were determined using linear regression. Slopes were compared using a Z-test statistic. 30 Repeat tests on the same sample are compared with paired t tests. Independent samples are compared with unpaired t tests assuming unequal group variance. Single-sample t tests compared a specified reference value to a sample of values. Sample variances were compared using an F test. Chi-square analysis was used for categorical data and Yates' correction was applied if expected frequencies were less than 10. Scores for relative ACGME core competencies were compared in a linear mixed model (LMM) with fixed effects for resident year (CA-1, -2, or -3); length of training within year at the time of the evaluation to accommodate improvement in scores over the course of training; and the interaction between resident year and length of training, random participant-and facultyspecific intercepts, and variance heterogeneity by faculty member. Nonlinearity in the trends over length of training was assessed using a cubic spline, but the fit was not improved based on Akaike information criterion. Point and interval estimates from this analysis were compared with results obtained from analyses of Z-scores. LMM estimates of participant-specific CIs were roughly 20% wider and more variable than matched Z-score estimates, but inference for comparisons among resident years was unchanged. P values were two-sided. The term "bias" is used throughout the study to denote the systematic tendency to assign performance scores that are higher than is normatively possible. With this particular usage, bias implies leniency. The terms "reliable" or "reliably" refer to dependable findings. With this usage, a score with a narrow 95% CI would be called reliable.
Results

Completed Evaluations
Between July 1, 2008, and June 30, 2010, 14,469 evaluations were submitted. This represents an overall (all requested, all returned) compliance rate of 49%. Evaluations were submitted by 140 different faculty members, who entered at least 5 evaluations on a total of 108 different residents, who each had at least 10 evaluations. There were 5,404 CA-1, 4,319 CA-2, and 4,746 CA-3 resident evaluations. On average, each CA-1, CA-2, and CA-3 resident received 101, 70, and 73 evaluations, respectively. On average, each CA-1, CA-2, and CA-3 resident was evaluated by 49, 40, and 41, respectively, different faculty members. Comments were entered on 59.1% of all returned evaluations. Comments averaged 225 Ϯ 209 characters.
Faculty Members Characterize Resident Performance with a Positive Bias
The relative performance Likert scale defined 3 as "peer average" for each CA-year. This is explicitly stated on each evaluation form. The average relative score assigned for all core competencies by each faculty member contributing at least 10 evaluations was determined using all data. The average faculty member assigned a relative score of 3.36, 3.51, and 3.68 to CA-1, CA-2, and CA-3 residents, respectively. Histograms of the average relative score assigned by each faculty member by CA-year are shown in fig. 1 . Using the expected value of 3.00 and the known SD of the faculty score distributions yields effect sizes for the bias of 0.91, 1.15, and 1.41 (P Ͻ 0.001 by single-sample t test, all cohorts) for scores assigned to the CA-1, CA-2, and CA-3 residents, respectively. These are large effects because average scores are approximately 1 SD above the expected value of 3.00.
Faculty members also increase their bias as they score more senior residents. For faculty members who provided both CA-1 and CA-2 evaluations, average CA-2 relative scores were higher (CA-1 ϭ 3.36 vs. CA-2 ϭ 3.48, N ϭ 78 faculty, P Ͻ 0.001 by paired t test). For faculty members who provided both CA-2 and CA-3 evaluations, average CA-3 relative scores were higher (CA-2 ϭ 3.52 vs. CA-3 ϭ 3.72, N ϭ 97 faculty members, P Ͻ 0.001 by paired t test). For faculty members who provided both CA-1 and CA-3 evaluations, average CA-3 relative scores were higher (CA-1 ϭ 3.37 vs. CA-3 ϭ 3.70, N ϭ 79 faculty members, P Ͻ 0.001 by paired t test).
Bias Varies by Faculty Member
All faculty members have their own amount of bias. Their average relative-to-peers scores are widely distributed (SD ϭ 0.46, fig. 1 ). Scores from a relatively unbiased faculty member are compared with scores from a more biased faculty member in figure 2A . In addition to the variation in bias, faculty members also use different amounts of the score range. The used score range can be quantified by the SD of the scores given by each faculty member. Figure 2B shows a histogram of SD for all faculty members having 10 or more evaluations for each of the CA-years (SD ϭ 0.22). Faculty members use different amounts of the score range, as demonstrated by the lower average SD in scores given by one faculty member (SD ϭ 0.26, N ϭ 117 evaluations, CA-1 year, black arrow fig. 2B ) compared with the higher average SD in scores given by another faculty member (SD ϭ 0.68, N ϭ 104 evaluations, CA-1 year, gray arrow fig. 2B ).
Z rel Scores Correct for Individual Faculty Member Bias and Unique Score Range Use
Because faculty members are biased to various degrees ( fig. 1 ) and they each use different amounts of the score range ( fig.  2B ), a Z-score transformation was applied to the relative-topeers scores (see Methods). Each faculty member's Z rel scores thus have an overall mean of 0.0 and SD of 1 for each CAyear. All Z rel scores for all residents were averaged (N ϭ 13,639 evaluations), and the grand mean was 0.00000 with SD of 0.98623.
When a Faculty Member Evaluates the Same Resident on Two Occasions, the First Z rel Score Predicts Only a Small Amount of the Variance in the Second Z rel Score
Z rel scores were determined for the first and second occasions when a faculty member evaluated the same resident more year, of faculty members who assigned similar average relative-to-peers scores to residents. Average scores can range from 1 to 5, and 3 is defined as peer average. Bin widths are 0.1 score unit, and all faculty with an average score in that bin are counted. Counts were made for faculty members who submitted 10 or more evaluations per CA-year (CA-1: 88 faculty members, 4,630 evaluations; CA-2: 105 faculty members, 3,663 evaluations; CA-3: 110 faculty members, 4,034 evaluations).
Fig. 2. Faculty members differ in how much they inflate scores.
A histogram of all relative-to-peers scores from a relatively unbiased faculty member (red bins, N ϭ 53 evaluations of residents in their third year of clinical anesthesia [CA-3]) is compared with a more biased faculty member (blue bins, N ϭ 42 CA-3 evaluations) (A). Faculty members differ in how they use the available score range. The SD in score assignment was determined for each faculty member having 10 or more evaluations per CA-year. Bins are 0.1 SD units wide, and all faculty members with an average SD in that bin were counted. Data are from 88 faculty members with CA-1 data, 105 faculty members with CA-2 data, and 110 faculty members with CA-3 data. The black arrow denotes a faculty member with a SD of 0.26 for CA-1 scores, and the gray arrow denotes a faculty member with a SD of 0.68 for CA-1 scores (B). than once. This resulted in 3,509 unique Z rel score pairings. A regression analysis demonstrated that the first Z rel score explained 23.1% of the variance of the second Z rel score (N ϭ 3,509 pairs, r ϭ 0.48, r 2 ϭ 0.231, P Ͻ 0.001). A plot of unique Z rel score pairs demonstrates significant scatter in the data ( fig. 3 ).
Signal Averaging Reveals Reliable Performance Scores
Because there is significant "noise" in each Z rel score, any single Z rel score will not provide a dependable assessment of resident clinical performance. However, averaging noisy signals will cause accumulation of the real signal while averaging out the noise component. Figure 4A demonstrates how sequential Z rel scores yield a running average with a tighter and tighter nominal 95% CI as more signals (Z rel scores) are averaged. A histogram of Z-scores for this individual shows how Z-scores are distributed about the mean ( fig. 4B ).
Z rel Scores Reliably Differentiate Relative Performance
All Z rel scores were used to determine each resident's mean Z rel and 95% CI. Of the 107 residents with 20 or more Z rel scores, 32 (30%) were reliably above average, 46 (43%) were not reliably different from average, and 29 (27%) were reliably below average ( fig. 5 ). When overall resident performance was determined using absolute data (Z abs ) or case confidence data (Z conf ), the different metrics yielded performance measures that were similar to Z rel . A resident's mean Z abs was related to his or her mean Z rel (r ϭ 0.91, r 2 ϭ 0.83, N ϭ 105 residents, P Ͻ 0.001). A resident's mean Z conf was related to his or her mean Z rel (r ϭ 0.57, r 2 ϭ 0.33, N ϭ 105 residents, P Ͻ 0.001). The number of evaluations with usable Z conf data were only 32.2% of the number with usable Z rel data (13, 639) . The lower correlation of Z conf with Z rel was not attributable to a sampling bias because the correlation was unchanged when the correlation was determined using only forms containing both Z conf and Z rel data (r ϭ 0.58, r 2 ϭ 0.34, N ϭ 105 residents, P Ͻ 0.001).
Average Z rel Scores Determine Resident Performance as Well as a Sophisticated LMM
Average Z rel scores and associated CIs do not take into account the repeated measures inherent in scoring the same resident on two or more occasions or scoring multiple residents by the same rater. To determine whether repeated measures were altering the estimates of resident clinical performance, average Z rel scores (based on 20 or more samples) were compared with performance estimates determined using relative-to-peers data in a LMM. Z rel scores provided a performance metric that was nearly identical to one determined using a LMM (r ϭ 0.96, r 2 ϭ 0.92, N ϭ 107 residents, P Ͻ 0.001). The ratio of the resident variance component to residual variation was 27%. Thus, the repeated scores for a given resident are not fully independent., and the CIs determined by simple averaging of Z rel scores will be narrower when repeated measures are included. The magnitude of this effect was determined by comparing CIs deter- Fig. 3 . Each Z rel score has only a modest amount of clinical performance information. The first Z rel score assigned to a resident by a faculty member is plotted against the second Z rel score assigned to the same resident by the same faculty member. Each of the 3,509 points is a unique residentfaculty member pairing. The first Z rel score predicts 23.1% of the variance in the second Z rel score; 1.6% of the Z rel scores lie outside the plot limits and are not shown. All data were used to determine mean Z rel scores for each resident having 20 or more evaluations. Error bars are the 95% CI on the mean. Residents with a mean that is reliably above or below 0 are shown in blue. Residents with a mean that is not reliably different from 0 are shown in red.
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Keith Baker mined using Z rel scores to those determined by the LMM. On average, the 95% CIs were 17.7% wider when determined using the LMM than when determined using Z rel scores (N ϭ 107 resident's 95% CIs, P Ͻ 0.001 by paired t test). The variance in the 95% CI was also higher when determined using the LMM (variance in Z rel score 95% CI ϭ 0.0016, variance in LMM 95% CI ϭ 0.0031, P Ͻ 0.001 by F test).
There Is More Certainty in Determining Below-average Performances
When the SD of Z rel is small, it indicates lower variation in the underlying Z rel scores used to determine the mean. This leads to more certainty in the average score. When the SD of each resident's mean Z rel score was regressed against the mean Z rel score for the 107 residents with 20 or more Z rel scores, the regression showed that the lower the Z rel , the lower the SD (r ϭ 0.60, r 2 ϭ 0.37, N ϭ 107 residents, P Ͻ 0.001). Thus, there is less variation in individual Z rel scores for the lowest-performing residents than for the highest-performing residents. The number of evaluations submitted each month per resident did not differ between residents whose mean Z rel was above 0 (9.88 evaluations per month, N ϭ 543 resident-months) and those whose mean Z rel was below 0 (9.98 evaluations per month, N ϭ 696 residentmonths) (unpaired t test, P ϭ 0.67).
Z rel Scores Are Stable When No Performance Interventions Occur
The temporal stability of each resident's Z rel score was assessed by comparing his or her average Z rel score during one 6-month period with the average Z rel score 1 yr later during another 6-month period. All resident's having 15 or more evaluations during both 6-month periods (Period 1: October 1, 2008 -March 31, 2009, Period 2: October 1, 2009 -March 31, 2010) and who did not receive a performance intervention from the CCC were included. Forty-seven residents met these inclusion criteria. There was a strong relationship between the Z rel scores from Period 1 and subsequent Z rel scores from Period 2 (r ϭ 0.75, r 2 ϭ 0.56, N ϭ 47 residents, P Ͻ 0.001, fig. 6 ). When the single outlier resident was removed, the relationship was strengthened (r ϭ 0.81, r 2 ϭ 0.71, N ϭ 46 residents, P Ͻ 0.001). 
Z rel Scores for Medical Knowledge Are Related to an Independent Metric of Medical Knowledge: The American Society of Anesthesiologists/American Board of Anesthesiology ITE
Z rel Scores Independently Predict Referral to the CCC
Before the implementation of the new evaluation system, a number of residents had been referred to the CCC. The process leading to referral was multifactorial and included verbal communication, concerning written rotation evaluations, and electronic mail messages describing concerning performance. Once the Z rel score system was functional, the system was used to see of it would identify residents who had been independently referred to the CCC. Residents with a Z rel score greater than 0 were infrequently referred to the CCC (1 referred and 36 not). Residents with a Z rel score of 0 or less were more often referred to the CCC (19 referred and 25 not). A Z rel score of 0 or less was associated with an odds ratio of 27 in favor of being referred to the CCC (P Ͻ 0.001, two-tailed, chi-square with Yates' correction).
Z rel Scores Predict CCC Flag Density of Below-average Performers
The evaluation form has five questions from the CCC that raise concern if answered "yes." CCC flag density is the fraction of evaluations having any of the CCC questions answered yes. For residents whose mean Z rel score was less than 0, there was a strong inverse relationship between Z rel score and CCC flag density (r ϭ 0.90, r 2 ϭ 0.82, N ϭ 57 residents, P Ͻ 0.001). For residents whose mean Z rel score was 0 
Faculty Confidence in Having Residents Provide Unsupervised Care Increases as Residency Progresses
Faculty members provide a measure of their confidence in having the resident independently perform a series of eight cases of increasing difficulty. Of the evaluations completed, 5,006 had scores allowing a meaningful measure of when confidence was lost (see Methods). Confidence increased as months in residency increased ( fig. 7 ). Confidence increased most rapidly during the first year of residency (slope ϭ 0.25 cases/month, r ϭ 0.39, r 2 ϭ 0.15, N ϭ 1,941 evaluations, P Ͻ 0.001) and slowed during the second year (slope ϭ 0.09 cases/month, r ϭ 0.16, r 2 ϭ 0.03, N ϭ 1,421 evaluations, P Ͻ 0.001) and third year (slope ϭ 0.12 cases/month, r ϭ 0.27, r 2 ϭ 0.07, N ϭ 1,644 evaluations, P Ͻ 0.001) of residency. The rate of increase in confidence was significantly higher during the first year of residency compared with either the second (P Ͻ 0.001, Z-test statistic) or third year (P Ͻ 0.001, Z-test statistic) of residency. The rate of increase was not different between the second and third years of residency (P ϭ 0.088, Z-test statistic).
Confidence Scores Increase More than Relative Scores as Residents Become More Senior
Faculty members score residents increasingly above average as residents become more senior, although this is normatively impossible. If confidence scores rise disproportionately more than relative scores, this implies a real increase in actual performance and not just an increase in bias. Scores from evaluations containing both confidence and relative-to-peers data were normalized by their respective scale ranges such that 0.0 and 1.0 were the lowest and highest scores attainable.
As residents progressed through residency, their normalized relative-to-peers scores increased (slope ϭ 0.0044 normalized units/month, N ϭ 4,982 evaluations, P Ͻ 0.001), as did their normalized confidence scores (slope ϭ 0.018 normalized units/month, N ϭ 4,982 evaluations, P Ͻ 0.001). The overall rate of increase was 4.0 times faster for the confidence data than for the relative-to-peers data (P Ͻ 0.001, Z-test statistic). Figure 8 shows the differential growth in normalized confidence scores compared with normalized relativeto-peers scores as residency proceeds.
A Performance Intervention Can Significantly Improve Z rel Scores
Before this new system was used, a resident was referred to the program director using customary mechanisms. This resulted in an intervention in which performance issues were defined, written expectations were set forth, and consequences were defined. The program director, chair of the department, chair of the CCC, resident, and resident's mentor knew of the intervention. The faculty was otherwise unaware of the intervention. When the Z rel score system became functional, previously collected data revealed that the faculty had independently assigned below-average Z rel scores to this resident in the time leading up to the intervention (Z rel ϭ Ϫ0.47, upper bound on 95% CI did not include 0). The resident's Z rel score increased significantly after the intervention (Z rel ϭ 0.12, 95% CI included 0, P ϭ 0.003, unpaired t test). Figure 9 shows the Z rel scores by month before and after the intervention. A second situation occurred after the Z rel score system was in use. The CCC detected a resident with very low Z rel scores, and a confidential educational intervention occurred. This included a written statement of specific concerns and expectations for improvement. The resident's Z rel score for the 6 months leading up to Fig. 7 . Confidence increases as residency progresses. The mean maximum confidence (defined as the most advanced case the faculty has confidence in having the resident perform in an unsupervised fashion) is shown for all residents for all 36 months of residency (N ϭ 5,006 evaluations). Confidence rises throughout residency but rises fastest during the first 12 months. The Y axis spans the case complexity used in the evaluation form: case 1 is relatively easy and case 8 is extremely challenging. Error bars are the 95% CI on the mean. Fig. 8 . Confidence scores increase faster than relative-topeers scores as residency progresses. The average normalized confidence scores (red) and average normalized relativeto-peers scores (blue) are shown for each month of residency. Likert scores were normalized to a 0 -1 scale, where 0 is the minimum and 1 is the maximum attainable score. Only evaluations having both a usable confidence score and a relative-to-peers score were included (N ϭ 4,892). The overall slopes of the two data sets are different (P Ͻ 0.001, Z-test statistic).
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Discussion
The Overall System
The reported resident evaluation system follows many of the recommendations found in the review of Williams et al. 3 and is consistent with the view that faculty members can, in aggregate, reliably and validly assess resident clinical performance. 31 The system is based on direct observation of clinical performance, has broad systematic sampling, uses multiple raters, uses a ACGME Core Competency construct, currently separates formative feedback and evaluative numbers, encourages weekly evaluation, occurs in a naturalistic setting with relatively unobtrusive observation, corrects for grade inflation (bias) and differential grade range use, is related to important metrics of performance such as highstakes medical knowledge tests (ITE) and referral to a CCC, uses only five or seven rating choices per item, and specifies the meaning of ratings (table 1) . A key finding in this study is that each Z rel score has only limited clinical performance information. These noisy data are handled effectively by signal averaging many scores to create an overall clinical performance metric for each resident. The analysis includes CIs, which are helpful when using data for decision-making. CIs help distinguish meaningful differences in performance from differences that are uncertain. Uncertainty can be caused by too few evaluations or large variations in the scores themselves. The author used his department's previous competency system to identify residents in need of remediation while gaining comfort with the Z rel score system. The Z rel score system essentially has supplanted the department's previous system because it reliably detects all residents who have significant performance issues. Despite Z rel scores being normalized values that do not contain absolute clinical competency information, the experience at the institution has shown repeatedly that a mean Z rel score of approximately Ϫ0.5 (or less) signals the need for intervention ( fig. 5 ). Residents with a mean Z rel score of less than approximately Ϫ0.6 present a challenge, and those with scores less than approximately Ϫ0.8 may face serious performance issues necessitating significant intervention. Residents whose Z rel score is so low that their upper 95% CI does not reach Ϫ0.5 are most concerning. Unless otherwise noted, individual Z rel scores are based on the average of the ACGME core competency subscores after a recent review found that raters typically are unable to assess independently the six core competencies. 32 This process appears to be one of the most robust and extensive evaluation systems found in the medical education literature.
Z-scores Correct for Biases
The relative-to-peers component of the evaluation system asks faculty members to score a resident's performance relative to his or her peer group (same CA-year within the same residency) for each competency. Nearly every faculty member provided scores that were well above average ( fig. 1 ). This bias was exaggerated when faculty members evaluated more senior residents. The finding that normative performance scores are inflated into the "above average" range is an example of the "Lake Wobegon" effect, which is not unique to physicians. 33 Because of the unique use patterns by each faculty member, it became apparent that a normalization process was needed to recenter the scores and adjust for differing score range use. Z-scores accomplish both of these requirements. In addition, because bias increased with CAyear, faculty scores were normalized for each CA-year. The Fig. 9 . Z rel scores can increase after an education intervention. The mean monthly Z rel scores for a single resident are shown for 4 months before and 4 months after an education intervention. The intervention occurred at the arrow. The resident's mean Z rel scores for the 4 months before and after the intervention differ (P ϭ 0.003) and are shown by the gray lines. Error bars are the 95% CI on the mean. Z-score transformation reduces the amount of constructirrelevant variance 11,34 -36 in the data. Z-scores can be averaged and compared in units of SD. The Z-score transformed data behave as expected with a grand mean of 0 and a SD of nearly 1.
A Single Z rel Score Has Only a Small Amount of Clinical Performance 'Truth' Associated with It
A key finding of this study was the low correlation between first and second Z rel scores when a faculty member evaluated the same resident on two occasions ( fig. 3 ). This indicates at most a modest halo effect 37 because faculty member scores differ significantly between subsequent evaluations of the same resident. Overall, approximately 23% of the second performance score can be explained by the first performance score. This small component likely contains the actual performance measure. This leaves 77% of the score as noise or unexplained variance. The low correlation between first and second Z rel scores may be partly attributable to the differences in the situations leading to each Z rel score. Clinical performance is highly affected by the circumstances of the event. This concept is known as "context specificity" 38, 39 and explains why performance on one OSCE station predicts only a modest amount of the performance on the exact same OSCE station when using a different standardized patient. 21 Essentially, people fail to adequately consider the role of the situation in determining behavior and performance. 39, 40 
Signal Averaging Is the Key to Determining Clinical Performance
Noisy signals such as Z rel scores are well handled by signal averaging, which reduces the noise and reveals the signal. Figures 4A and B display significant variation in Z rel scores but a running average that converges on a "true" Z rel score with a small error signal. This allows an estimate of overall relative performance to emerge from the noise. Because of repeated measures, the Z rel score CIs of below-average performers typically reach statistical significance with a smaller number of evaluations than if an LMM had been used. Thus, the Z-score system will detect low performers sooner and enable educators to get them the help they need.
Do Z-scores Really Provide a Measure of Clinical Performance?
There are four lines of evidence supporting Z rel scores as a measure of actual clinical performance. First, Z rel scores determined using just the scores for medical knowledge (Z rel,MK ) were related to an independent determination of medical knowledge. The strength of the relationship indicates that Z rel,MK scores explain approximately 10 -15% of the variance in ITE scores. Second, the likelihood of being referred to the CCC was independently related to mean Z rel scores. Residents with a Z rel score of 0 or less were referred to the CCC with an odds ratio of 27. The author's CCC now uses Z rel scores to detect low performers. Third, as residents progress through residency, the normalized confidence scores increased 4.0 times faster than the normalized relative scores ( fig. 8 ). If scores were simply related to progressive bias or construct-irrelevant variance, 35, 36 the ratio of normalized confidence to normalized relative scores would remain constant. Fourth, CCC flag density, an independent measure of concern with clinical performance, is strongly related to lower Z rel scores. The finding that residents with higher average Z rel scores have more variance in their Z rel scores is intriguing. One explanation may be that it is difficult to consistently deliver an above-average performance, and this may add variance to their scores. It is also possible that the faculty have more agreement on what constitutes poor performance than what constitutes excellent performance. 31
Why Are Z rel,MK Scores Only Slightly Related to ITE Scores?
A modest but real relationship was found between the Z rel score assessment of medical knowledge and the ITE-based assessment of medical knowledge. Faculty members are unaware of residents' ITE scores except for those few that they mentor, so the correlation is not caused by the faculty's knowledge of residents' ITE scores. Although United States Medical Licensing Examination scores predict future standardized test results, such as ITEs, 12, 16 they are poorly 16 or not at all 12 related to clinical performance. Even when the medical knowledge being tested is related to the actual clinical scenario of an OSCE, it hardly predicts performance on that OSCE. 21 Thus, weak correlations between Z rel,MK and ITE scores are expected and may be attributable to a number of factors. Faculty members may not actively probe residents to determine the true extent of their medical knowledge. Furthermore, when residents and faculty members interact, they are using practical or applied medical knowledge, as opposed to the theoretical medical knowledge tested by standardized examinations. Most medical decisions in natural settings have significant amounts of uncertainty, are prone to bias and cognitive errors, 41, 42 and require significant amounts of judgment. 43 This is in sharp contrast to ITE questions, which have only one correct answer. There is a significant amount of research showing that cognitive ability (intelligence) is poorly or not related to the ability to avoid biased thinking. 44 -46 Thus, the Z rel assessment of medical knowledge may be an excellent proxy for day-to-day clinical decision-making and serve as a metric for what residents do in practice, an important measure.
Z-scores Are Stable Unless the Resident Is Coached onto a New Plane of Performance
The stability of Z rel scores over the course of 1 yr is significant ( fig. 6 ). The mean Z rel score from the first time period explained 56% of the variance in the mean Z rel score 1 yr later, indicating that scores generally are stable. Recent studies indicate that certain personality traits are related to better and worse clinical performance. 47, 48 If this is true, stability in relative clinical performance can be explained partially by the general stability of personality traits. 49 
Z-scores Change When a Resident's Performance Changes
If clinical performance is not malleable, there is little reason to provide feedback. This article provides two clear examples of clinical performance improvement associated with a feedback intervention. There are three important features found in these examples (see fig. 9 for one example). First, the Z rel score system independently identified the resident. Second, the resident's Z rel scores increased after the intervention without the faculty being aware of the intervention. This indicates that the faculty view performance for what it is and do not allow previous reputation to taint significantly the evaluation process. Third, it associates feedback and an educational intervention with improved clinical performance, a key role of residency. 50 It is likely that the evaluation system served to identify a performance problem and track its improvement. The educational interventions, in conjunction with developmental feedback, are what likely caused the performance improvement.
Is There a Particular Score Defining Adequate Performance?
When the residents have average Z rel scores of less than approximately Ϫ0.3 and the 95% CI does not include 0 (i.e., their performance is reliably below average), the author's CCC carefully examines the corresponding comments to determine the nature of the low performance. It has been found that there are many routes to low performance, including poor medical knowledge, low effort, unprofessional behavior, interpersonal and communication difficulties, poor motivation to improve, confidence in excess of competence, defensiveness, anxiety, low confidence, poor decision-making, and so forth. The comments are used to help develop educational interventions that target the area in need of improvement. Residents exhibiting noncognitive and nontechnical causes of low performance (such as low motivation for learning, defensiveness, anxiety, and so forth) are readily identified using this system. However, the underlying causes sometimes can be difficult to identity. The comments section usually provides strong hints to the cause but not always. In situations in which the precise noncognitive cause for low performance cannot be identified, outside learning specialists, psychiatrists, cognitive behavioral therapists, and personal coaches have been used. The results usually have been quite rewarding. Additional information is limited to protect the privacy of individual residents.
The ACGME has reframed residency training to focus on outcomes instead of process. 32 Despite this call, there are few outcomes that independently measure competency and fewer still that measure performance. Unfortunately, even when OSCEs or other highly reliable metrics are used to determine clinical competency, there is only a weak relationship with actual clinical performance. 21, 26, 51 This indicates the need for more naturalistic measures of performance, 2,5,28,52-55 such as the one described in this article. Once clinical performance becomes measurable, there remains the task of standard setting. Standard setting is largely context sensitive; for example, a physician deemed acceptable by today's standards may not be considered acceptable by future standards. Thus, normative standards still have an important role in determining adequacy of performance. 31, 56 
Limitations of the Study
This study is limited by its inability to establish absolute performance levels. However, the relationship between relative and absolute performance appears to be real based on the ability of Z rel scores to predict ITE scores and CCC referrals. Z rel scores assume normally distributed data, and faculty member scores may not always be normally distributed. Individual Z rel scores contain only a modest signal, so large sample sizes are required to attain reliable measures of clinical performance. The Z rel system does not take into account repeated measures; however, using an LMM to correct for repeated measures did not significantly affect the estimates of clinical performance. Importantly, averaging Z rel scores typically results in more narrow CIs than those determined using an LMM. This may result in earlier detection of poor performance. The LMM is an excellent tool but does not easily lend itself to practical use. The current study is receiving approximately one half of the evaluations requested. This means there is a risk of a sampling error. Many different faculty members contribute to each resident's Z rel score, so it is unlikely that the error is large. Another limitation is the delay in requesting an evaluation. The delay is, on average, one half a week but can be as short as 1 day or as long as 1 week, depending on when during the previous week the interaction occurred. A more concerning delay occurs when faculty members delay completing the evaluation. This can amount to many weeks or even months. Currently, outstanding evaluations are deleted after 3 months.
This study demonstrates that when faculty members evaluate resident clinical performance in a naturalistic setting that encompasses a variety of clinical situations, they assign scores that suffer from significant grade inflation and varying degrees of grade-range usage. The unique grading characteristics of each faculty member were used to normalize the scores that each faculty member assigned. Resulting single Z rel scores were shown to contain a modest amount of true clinical performance information. The low information content of single scores was largely circumvented by averaging many independent scores to arrive at a metric that was related to clinical performance measures, including referral to the CCC, medical knowledge scores (ITE scores), and growth in faculty confidence in allowing residents to undertake independent and unsupervised care of increasingly complex patients. The strength of the system is its ability to average out irrelevant variance, which leaves a useful metric of clinical performance. The metric was stable over time. Although the metric is normalized and thus does not measure absolute clinical performance, it is able to detect poor clinical performance, which faculty members, in aggregate, appear to agree upon. When mean Z rel scores are less than approximately Ϫ0.5, it signals the need to look into the cause(s) of the poor performance, and the comments section can help identify what can be done to improve performance. Two exemplar residents with low clinical performance scores each received an educational intervention based on the information contained in the comments sections, and both experienced significant improvement in performance after the intervention.
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